WELCOME PR/MEDIA TRUTH TROOPER
Thank you for volunteering your special skills and connections to help
in our upcoming campaign to end the fraudulent and unconstitutional
application of the income tax to labor. With your help we can succeed.
Public Relations is a vital part of our campaign to give the IRS and the
federal government a Truth Attack. So, as a Public Relations expert or
publicist (one who is working with or in the news media) your skills and
contacts are vital to our success. In addition to those actions all of us will be
taking we need for you to get the issues we are presenting to the fore of the
public's awareness.
The Message is simple:
There is no Law! and My Wages Are Not Income (For Nothing)!
We do, of course, want you to participate in all aspects of the
campaign, including letter writing and other activities set out in the Kombat
Kit. But because of your skills and contacts, we are also asking a little more.
The major media will not touch this issue unless the general public
makes it an issue, so our main thrust must start with local media, such as
local and regional newspapers, city magazines and local TV and radio.
A list of the things you can do that the rest of us are not equipped to
do:
 Prepare a list of all your media network for easy reference;
 Assemble examples of IRS abuses of which you are aware and write

news stories on them (if none of recent date, write a composite story, IRS
Abuses in general, using past events for the core of the piece);
 Write and prepare for publication articles and news stories, such as
"Documentary Triggers Groundswell", "IRS Conducting Nationwide Gag
Campaign", "Political Prisoners In U.S.", "Government Unable to Show

Law Making Most Americans Liable for Income Tax", "Questions of
Income Tax Validity Hampers State Tax Collections";
 Submit your stories to those in your network, twisting arms, if necessary;
 Check the list of ongoing IRS criminal and injunction proceedings on the

website ("Hot Spots" at TruthAttack.org) for any proceedings in your
area and write and submit articles on those proceedings, pressing for
coverage of the proceeding from the victim's standpoint;
 Where local news media will cover such events, make them aware of the

importance of pressing any IRS spokesman (don't let them slide off the
question) for any law making the average working American liable for
the income tax and arrange for interviews with T-Trooper lawyers in the
area who can verify that there is no law;
 Assist other Truth Troopers in your area in publicizing FREE Seminars

and demonstrations;
 Prepare and distribute press releases announcing events in advance and

use your media contacts to encourage TV, radio and newspaper coverage;
 In your articles and stories always employ the terms described in the

Kombat Kit;
 Assist other Truth Troopers in writing letters to the editor;
 Forward all published articles to PR@TruthAttack.org; and
 Any other public relations and media attention actions in your personal

arsenal of tricks of the trade.
We are grateful to have you on the team. With your help we will
succeed.

